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LOT 1348

A mixed group of English pottery and porcelain, late 18th century,
including a Worcester press moulded strap-fluted sauceboat painted in
blue with flowers, length 19cm, a Lowestoft blue printed sauceboat with
floral decoration, length 19.5cm, Caughley, New Hall and Chamberlains
Worcester (faults and repairs).

Estimate: £100 - £200

Condition Report

Worcester sauceboat - narrow approx 1cm long unprofessionally restored/filled chip to top rim edge on side,
some brown pitting to body from manufacture, tiny hairline to foot, otherwise in good condition overall with no
cracks, chips or restoration. 
Lowestoft sauceboat - crack to lower handle terminal, some spots of brown staining, interior quite scratched,
otherwise ok. 
Fence pattern saucer - stained haircrack across well. 
Leaf sauceboat - poor condition with heavy crazing and staining, haircracks and missing part of handle terminal. 
Fisherman and cormorant slop bowl - small chip to inner rim edge, heavily scratched overall. 
Fence pattern bowl - sizeable chip to rim, heavily scratched to interior. 
Fisherman and Cormorant cup - gilding worn, otherwise ok. 
New Hall jug - filled restoration to lower handle terminal. 
Worcester wrythen moulded jug - ok. 
New Hall bowl - starcrack to base, scratching to interior. 
Blue and gilt teapot - cover badly cracked with old restoration, spout poorly restored. 
Brown and gilt teapot - bad crack to base, spout poorly restored, cover ok. 
'Castleford' teapot - cover cracked with some chips, body badly cracked and chipped with losses. 
Large Fisherman and Cormorant moulded jug - vertical haircrack to neck, glaze blemish to shoulders, black
pitting all over. 
Green teapot - handle broken into two pieces and not restuck but available with the lot, small chip to underside
rim edge of cover.
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